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We'll just call it cthe wind getting up,' as it usually does get up,
when I come to Mai-Dun* You won't feel it for a couple of
minutes, nor will the grasses, but you'll see then."
And sure enough, he was right. Not in a couple of minutes,
perhaps, but certainly in five minutes, No-man was aware of
jgfline sudden indefinable change. It was a vast universal shiver,
a vibratory stir, a low, faint indescribable tumult, a deep-
throated humming in the purlieus of space. What it brought
into Dud's mind was, first, the scriptural phrase "a rushing and
mighty wind" and then a sense as of the beating of the wings
pf-^vast host of invisible birds.
It pleased him that his "mother's man" took no credit for the
coming time of his prediction. He did not even glance trium-
phantly at his son. All he did was to stand absolutely still,
like a colossal rabbit who "freezes" at the approach of a pack
of dogs.
Before becoming immobile, however, he thrust his right
hand deep into his trouser pocket and tried to do the same
with his left, but In this he was prevented by the fact, as our
friend had not failed to note, that he had already stuffed that
aperture quite full with his cloth cap.
They were now at the extreme eastern end of Mai-Dun, the
particular portion of the turf metropolis that most antiquaries
regard as the oldest.
Of this fact our friend was, of course, ignorant. Indeed, if
it had not been that there was a marked difference in the con-
tours of the trench where they had first entered it, Enoch
Quirm might have led him round and round for hours without
his being conscious of any north or south or east or west.
The wind that had "got up," whatever its nature may have
been, came whirling over their heads from the direction of
Chesil Beach; but such was the peculiar configuration of Mai-
Dun that once within the circle of the place its course became
arbitrary and wayward. Whether it would have been the same
with any wind from that quarter, Dud knew not; but certainly
this particular wind, as its force gradually increased, began to
act in what seemed to him an eccentric manner- In place of
leaping straight over the trench where they stood and streaming
away across the centre of Maiden Castle, this wind seemed to
descend bodily, just as if it were a compact and living entity,
into their trench* and thence proceed to whirl round the whole

